COVID-19
FUNDING VITAL RESEARCH AND SUPPORTING STUDENTS

10 VITAL COVID-19 RESEARCH PROJECTS FUNDED BY
383 DONORS
£249,520 DONATED SO FAR
to the COVID-19 Emergency Response Research

177 STUDENTS SUPPORTED SO FAR BY
136 DONORS
£185,151 DONATED SO FAR
to the Student Crisis Support Fund

More than
211,500 ITEMS OF PPE AND EQUIPMENT DONATIONS from supporters in
7 DIFFERENT COUNTRIES:
UK, CHINA, HONG KONG, SINGAPORE, TAIWAN, KUWAIT and NIGERIA

107,600 items donated by
Nigerian Alumni Network
3,000 FPP3 FACE MASKS donated by Brock Carmichael Asia
50,000 items donated by Hong Kong-based supporters
20,000 MASKS from supporters in China
500 SURGICAL SCRUBS

£1.1 million raised from the local healthcare economy to support further research
53 PCR MACHINES and REAGENTS given by the University to the local NHS to scale-up testing for the virus
114,000 users in 180 COUNTRIES have accessed our drug interactions website which supports safe prescribing in patients with COVID

#LivUniCOVID
liverpool.ac.uk/coronavirus